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Abstract. The weighted spanning tree contraint is defined from a set
of variables X and a value K. The variables X represent the nodes of
a graph and the domain of a variable x ∈ X the neighbors of the node
in the graph. In addition each pair (variable, value) is associated with a
cost. This constraint states that the graph defined from the variables and
the domains of the variables admits a spanning tree whose cost is less
than K. Efficient algorithms to compute a minimum spanning tree or to
establish arc consistency of this constraint have been proposed. However,
these algorithms are based on complex procedures that are rather difficult
to understand and to implement. In this paper, we propose and detail
simpler algorithms for checking the consistency of the constraint and for
establishing arc consistency. In addition, we propose for the first time
incremental algorithms for this constraint, that is algorithms that have
been designed in order to be efficiently maintained during the search for
solution.
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Introduction

In this paper, we consider the weighted spanning tree constraint (wst constraint).
Several filtering algorithms for constraints based on graph theory and particularly on trees have been proposed. For instance, the robust spanning tree
problem1 with interval data has been addressed in [2]; the ”tree” constraint has
been studied in [3] (this constraint enforces the partionning of a digraph into
a set of vertex-disjoint anti-arborescences), and recently, the ”Not-Too-Heavy
Spanning Tree” constraint has been introduced in [7]. This constraint is defined
on undirected graph G and a tree T and it specifies that T is a spanning tree
of G whose total weight is at most a given value I, where the edge weights are
defined by a vector. The wst constraint is a simplified form of this constraint.
1

From [2]:the robust spanning tree problem, given an undirected graph with interval
edge costs, amounts to finding a tree whose cost is as close as possible of that
minimum spanning tree under any possible assignment of costs.

In order to define it without introducing set variables or graph variables, we
recall first the definition of a spanning tree and then we present the neighbor
variables representation of a graph in CP.
A tree is a connected and acyclic graph. A tree T = (X ′ , E ′ ) is a spanning
tree of G = (X, E) if X ′ = X and E ′ ⊆ E. In addition, if each edge of G is
associated with a cost then the cost of a spanning tree of G is the sum of the
costs of the edges of the tree.
The neighbor variables representation of a graph G consists of a variable set
X corresponding to the nodes of G (i.e. xi is associated with the node i in G and
conversely) such that the domain of a variable xi is equivalent to the neighbors
of i in G (i.e. j ∈ D(xi ) ⇔ j ∈ N (i) of G). Then, there is an equivalence
between the cost of an edge in G and the cost of a value of a variable (i.e.
cost(i, j) = cost(xi , j)).
The weighted spanning tree constraint (wst constraint) is a constraint defined on the neighbor representation of a graph G each of whose edges has an
associated cost, and associated with a global cost K. This constraint states that
there exists in G a spanning tree whose cost is at most K.
This kind of constraint is not often present directly in real world applications,
but it is used frequently as a lower bound of a more complex problems like
hamiltonian path or node covering problems. For instance the minimum spanning
tree is a well known bound of the traveling salesman problem.
It is straightforward to see that checking the consistency of this constraint is
equivalent to finding a minimum spanning tree and to check if its cost is less than
K. Moreover, arc consistency filtering algorithms are based on the computation
for every edge e of the cost of the minimum spanning tree subject to the condition
that the tree must contain e [7]. These two problems were solved for a long time.
The search for a minimum spanning tree can be solved by several methods and
we will consider here the Kruskal’s algorithm. The second problem is close of
another problem called ”Sensitivity Analysis of Minimum Spanning Trees” [14].
The best algorithms solve this problem in linear time. Unfortunately they are
quite complex to understand and to implement (see [6] or [11] for instance).
Therefore, in this paper, we propose a simpler and easy to implement consistency checking and filtering algorithms for the wst constraint, because, currently,
there is no CP Solver which contains such a constraint. This algorithm is based
on the creation of a new tree while running Kruskal’s algorithm for computing
an mst. Then, we find lowest common ancestors (LCA) in this tree by using the
equivalence between the LCA and the range minimum query problem. A recent
simple preprocessing leads to an O(1) algorithm to find any LCA.
In addition, we will consider an important aspects of the algorithms which
is usually ignored: the incremental aspect. This aspect is quite important in CP
as shown for instance in[12] because the consistency checking algorithms and
the filtering algorithms are systematically called during the search for solution.
Thus, it is worthwhile to design algorithms that are able to exploit the previous
computations in order to solve more quickly the problems they consider. In this

case and because the algorithms are called very often with only few modifications
between two calls, any real saving is beneficial in practice.
The paper is organized as follows: First, we recall some concepts of graph
theory and constraint programming. Then, we formally define the propositions
on which the consistency and the arc consistency of the weighted spanning tree
constraint are based. Next, we introduce a new data structure named tree of connected components which will lead us to propose a simple algorithm to establish
arc consistency. Afterwards, we modify this algorithm in order to maintain it efficiently during the search for solution when some modifications happen or when
a backtrack occurs. At last, we conclude.

2
2.1

Preliminaries
Graph Theory

A tree is a connected and acyclic graph. A tree T = (X ′ , E ′ ) is a spanning tree
of G = (X, E) if X ′ = X and E ′ ⊆ E. The edges of E ′ are the tree edges of
T and the edges of E − E ′ are the nontree edges of T . A forest is a disjoint
union of trees.
There are different methods to traverse all the nodes of a tree, we recall the
one we will use in this paper: the inorder traversal. To traverse a non-empty
binary tree in inorder, perform the following operations: 1. Traverse the left
subtree in inorder. 2. Visit the root. 3. Traverse the right subtree in inorder.
2.2

Constraint Programming

A finite constraint network N is defined as a set of n variables X = {x1 , . . . , xn },
a set of current domains D = {D(x1 ), . . . , D(xn )} where D(xi ) is the finite set
of possible values for variable xi , and a set C of constraints between variables.
We introduce the particular notation D0 = {D0 (x1 ), . . . , D0 (xn )} to represent
the set of initial domains of N . on which constraint definitions were stated.
A constraint C on the ordered set of variables X(C) = (xi1 , . . . , xir ) is
a subset T (C) of the Cartesian product D0 (xi1 ) × · · · × D0 (xir ) that specifies
the allowed combinations of values for the variables xi1 , . . . , xir . An element of
D0 (xi1 ) × · · · × D0 (xir ) is called a tuple on X(C). A value a for a variable x
is often denoted by (x, a). Let C be a constraint. A tuple τ on X(C) is valid
if ∀(x, a) ∈ τ, a ∈ D(x). C is consistent iff there exists a tuple τ of T (C)
which is valid. A value a ∈ D(x) is consistent with C iff x 6∈ X(C) or there
exists a valid tuple τ of T (C) with (x, a) ∈ τ . A constraint is arc consistent iff
∀xi ∈ X(C), D(xi ) 6= ∅ and ∀a ∈ D(xi ), a is consistent with C.
Definition 1 A weighted spanning tree constraint is a constraint C defined on X the neighbor variable representation of a graph G, and associated
with cost a cost function on the edge of G, and an integer K such that
T (C) = { τ such that τ is a tuple on X(C)
and the graph defined by τ is a tree whose cost is less than K}
It is denoted by wst(X, cost, K).

3

Consistency Checking

Proposition 1 The constraint wst(X, cost, K) is consistent if and only if the
graph G defined by X has a minimum spanning tree T ∗ with cost(T ∗ ) ≤ K.
We propose to use Kruskal’s algorithm for searching for a mst. Kruskal’s
algorithm is a greedy algorithm that finds a minimum spanning tree for a connected weighted graph. The algorithm starts with a forest where each node in the
graph is a separate tree. Then, it adds edges which join two nodes belonging to
different trees of the forest and merges the two trees into one. The particularity
of the algorithm is that the edges are selected in regards to their costs. For each
step the edge which connects two distinct trees and whose cost is minimum is
selected. Thus, Kruskal’s algorithm can be easily implemented by traversing the
edges in nondecreasing order of their costs and by adding edges connecting two
disjoint trees, until all nodes of the graph are in the same connected component.
The main issue to obtain an efficient implementation is to detect whether two
nodes belong to the same tree or not. This operation can be efficiently performed
by using the well known union-find data structure of Tarjan [15]. By combining the path compression and the union by rank heuristics, m operations on the
union-find performed on a set of n elements run in O(mα(m, n)) time [15], where
α(m, n) is a functional inverse of Ackerman’s function. Thus, we have:
Property 1 If the list of edges ordered by non decreasing cost is available then
Kruskal’s algorithm can be implemented in O(mα(m, n)).

Algorithm 1: Kruskal’s algorithm for computing a minimum spanning tree
getCCRoot(i): return find(i)
mergeCC(ri , rj ): union(ri , rj )
initCC(n): for i = 1 to n do makeSet(i)
addEdge(ccT, T, ri , rj , {i, j})
1

mergeCC(ri , rj )
updateCCTree(ccT, ri , rj , {i, j})
add {i, j} to T

MinimumSpanningTree(nonDecrEC): (mst,ccTree)
2

initCC(n)
initCCTree(ccT, n)
T ←∅
for each {i, j} ∈ nonDecrEC while |T | < n − 1 do
ri ← getCCRoot(i); rj ← getCCRoot(j)
if ri 6= rj then addEdge(ccT, T, ri , rj , {i, j})
return (T, ccT )

Algorithm 1 is a possible implementation of Kruskal’s algorithm using the unionfind data structure. The algorithm returns the largest forest that can be built. At

this point, we recommend to ignore lines 2 and 1 and parameter ccT . Functions
makeSet, find and union are the classical union-find functions:
makeSet(x) :{ p[x] ← x; rank[x] ← 0 }
find(x): { if p[x] 6= x then p[x] ← Find(p[x]) endif; return p[x] }
link(x, y) :{ if rank[x] > rank[y] then p[y] = x else p[x] = y endif
.
if rank[x] = rank[y] then rank[y] ← rank[y] + 1 endif }
union(x, y): {link(find(x),find(y)) }

4

Arc Consistency Filtering Algorithm

For each nontree edge {i, j}, we have to find the cost of a minimum spanning
tree subject to the condition that the tree must contain the edge {i, j}. First,
we recall the Optimality Conditions of a mst:
Theorem 1
∗
• [Path Optimality Condition] A spanning tree T
is a minimum spanning tree if and only if it satisfies the following path optimality conditions: for
every nontree edge {i, j} of G, cost(i, j) ≥ cost(u, v) for every edge {u, v} contained in the path in T ∗ connecting nodes i and j.
∗
• [Cut Optimality Condition] A spanning tree T
is a minimum spanning tree if and only if it satisfies the following cut optimality conditions: for
every tree edge {i, j} of G, cost(i, j) ≤ cost(u, v) for every edge {u, v} contained
in the cut formed by deleting edge {i, j} from T ∗ .
We will call {i, j}-tree, a tree which must contain the edge {i, j}. Then:
Property 2 Let G = (X, E) be a graph, {i, j} ∈ E be an edge of G, and v be the
minimum of the edge costs minus 1. Then, a minimum spanning {i, j}-tree of G
is the mst of G when the cost of {i, j} is equal to v. The cost of the minimum
spanning {i, j}-tree is then equal to the cost of the mst plus cost(i, j) − v.
proof: Since {i, j} is the edge with the minimum cost when its cost is equal to v, then
it will necessary be a tree edge of any mst. ⊙

For the sake of clarity we will consider that T ∗ is a minimum spanning tree
of G. The filtering algorithm is based on the following Proposition [7]:
Proposition 2 Let {i, j} be a nontree edge of G, and {u, v} be the edge with
the maximum cost contained in the path in T ∗ connecting nodes i and j.
The tree T corresponding to the tree T ∗ in which the edge {u, v} has been replaced
by the edge {i, j} is a minimum spanning {i, j}-tree of G.
proof: If the edge {i, j} is added to the tree then a cycle is created and the Path
Optimality Condition implies that the edge of the cycle having the largest cost must be
removed. Since an {i, j}-tree is wanted and from Property 2, we consider that {i, j} has
the smallest cost. So the edge that must be removed is {u, v} because it has the largest
cost. Thus a tree T is obtained. This tree satisfies the Path Optimality Condition for

all the nontree edges because T ∗ does and {i, j} is considered as having the smallest
cost. T also satisifies the path optimality condition for {u, v}. ⊙

Let minEC(T ) and maxEC(T ) be the cost of the edge of T having respectively the minimum and the maximum cost. We deduce two corollaries:
Corollary 1 All the nontree edges {i, j} such that
(i) cost(i, j)> K− cost(T ∗ ) + maxEdgeCost(T ∗ ) are not consistent with C
(ii) cost(i, j) ≤ K − cost(T ∗ ) + minEdgeCost(T ∗ ) are consistent with C
So, we can immediately delete all the edges satisfying Corollary 1.(i) and avoid
studying the edges satisfying Corollary 1.(ii). For the other edges, we have:
Definition 2 Let {i, j} be a nontree edge of G which does not satisfy Corollary
1, and {u, v} be the edge with the maximum cost contained in the path in T ∗
connecting nodes i and j. Then, {u, v} is called a support of {i, j}, and S(u, v)
is the list of nontree edges that are supported by {u, v}.
Proposition 3 Let {i, j} be an nontree edge of T ∗ which does not satisfy Corollary 1, {u, v} be the support of {i, j}.
{i, j} is consistent with C if and only if cost(i, j) ≤ K − cost(T ∗ ) + cost(u, v).
We propose to efficiently compute the supports by introducing a new tree while
running Kruskal’s algorithm,
4.1

Tree of Connected Components Merges

Kruskal’s algorithm proceeds by merging disjoint trees. Each time an arc is added
to the spanning tree, two trees are merged together. We propose to explicitly
represent these operations by creating a specific tree called: connected component tree or ccTree. Every merge is represented by a node in the ccTree.
A bottom-up creation of this tree is used. The leaves correspond to the nodes
of the graph, because, in Kruskal’s algorithm, initially each node defines a tree.
Each time an edge is added to the mst by Kruskal’s algorithm, a new ccTree node
is created. This ccTree node has two children: one for each tree (so the ccTree is
binary) that have been merged. Each tree created in Kruskal’s algorithm has a
pointer to the ccTree node which represents it. The ccTree contains at most 2n−1
nodes. Figure 1 gives a minimum spanning tree of a graph and Figure 2 shows
a tree of connected components obtained after running Kruskal’s algorithm on
this graph. The ccTree involves the following data:
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

ccT. size: the current number of nodes of the tree
ccT. p[r]: the ccTree leaf corresp. to the canonical element of node r of G
ccT. lef t[k] and ccT. right[k]: the left and the right child of the ccTree node k
ccT. parent[k]: the parent of the ccTree node k
ccT. Gedge[k]: the edge of G which lead to the creation of the ccTree node k
ccT. inorder[i]: the ith ccTree node visited by the inorder traversal
ccT. pos[k]: the inorder index of the ccTree node k
ccT. height[k]: the height (distance from the root) of ccTree node k
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Fig. 1. The lower triangular matrix of problem gr17 of the TSPLIB and a Minimum
Spanning Tree of this Graph
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indice 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
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20
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value 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 (12,3) (7,6) (6,16) (7,5) (12,6) (14,2)
indice
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i
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32
H
10 9 10 6 10 9 10 8 10 7 10 5 10 4 10 9 10 8 10 3 10 9 10 2 10 1 10 9 10 8 10 0 10
inorder 12 17 3 21 7 18 6 19 16 20 5 25 0 27 14 22 2 23 13 28 10 24 4 29 9 31 11 26 8 30 15 32 1
Pos 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32
value 12 32 16 2 22 10 6 4 28 24 20 26 0 18 14 30 8 1 5 7 9 3 15 17 21 11 27 13 19 23 29 25 31

Fig. 2. Tree of Connected Components Merges of mst of problem gr17. The nodes that
are not leaves contain the edge of G and its cost. Array of indices, array H, inorder
and Pos are also represented.

The creation of the ccTree can be easily done while running Kruskal’s algorithm as shown by Algorithm 1 (See Line 1.). Function updateCCTree (ccT :
tree, ri , rj , {i, j}) creates a new node in the ccTree whose children are p[ri ]
and p[rj ] and with Gedge = {i, j}, Function initCCTree creates n leaves corresponding to the node of G, and Function inorderTreeTraversal performs
an inorder tree traversal of the ccTree.
Once the ccTree is built, the support of any edge {i, j} is the Gedge associated
with the ccTree node created when the tree containing i and the tree containing
j have been merged together. This node is the least common ancestor of the
ccTree node i and the ccTree node j.
Definition 3 Lowest Common Ancestor (LCA)
For nodes u and v of tree T , query LCAT (u, v) returns the lowest common
ancestor of u and v in T , that is, it returns the node farthest from the root that
is an ancestor of both u and v.
Proposition 4 Let i and j be two nodes of G, and ccT be the connected component tree built while running Kruskal’s algorithm on G.
Then, ccT.Gedge[LCAccT (i, j)] is the edge that merged the tree of i and the tree
of j while running Kruskal’s algorithm on G.
proof: First, note that a node i of G corresponds to the node i of ccT which is leaf.
From the definition of ccT each node which is not a leaf corresponds to the merge of
two trees. Therefore, the lowest common ancestor of two leaves of ccT corresponds to
the merge of two disjoint trees of G that are identified by the extremities of the edge
merging them. The Gedge data associated with this ccTree node contains it. ⊙

Corollary 2 Let T ∗ be a mst of G, ccT be the connected component tree built
while running Kruskal’s algorithm and {i, j} be a nontree edge of T ∗ . Then
{u, v} = ccT.Gedge[LCAccT (i, j)] is the support of {i, j}.
proof: By definition of the ccTree and the LCA, the LCA corresponds to the arc with
the greatest cost in the path from i to j in T ∗ .⊙

The are several methods to solve directly the LCA problem, starting with
[1] and improved by [10] and [13]. Unfortunately these methods are complex
especially when the binary tree is not well balanced, which happens in our case.
Another approach to solve the LCA problem in a non direct way has been
introduced in [9]: the LCA problem is linearly equivalent to the Range Minimum
Query Problem. Thus, by efficiently solving the RMQ problem, we obtain an
efficient solution of the LCA problem.
Definition 4 Range Minimum Query (RMQ)
Let A be a length n array of numbers. For indices i and j between 1 and n, query
RM QA (i, j) returns the index of the smallest element in the subarray A[i, ..., j].
We will use the simple and nice transformation of LCA to RMQ proposed by
[8]: ”Let T be a rooted binary tree with n nodes.
• First perform an inorder tree walk in T and store it in an array inorder[1, n].

Store the heights of each node: H[i] is the height of node inorder[i] in T .
Let P os be the inverse array of inorder, i.e., inorder[P os[i]] = i. It is
easy to see that LCAT (v, w) = inorder[RM QH (P os[v], P os[w])]: the elements
in inorder between P os[v] and P os[w] are exactly the nodes encountered between v to w during an inorder tree walk in T , so the RMQ returns the position
k in H of the shallowest such nodes. As the LCA of v and w must be encountered
between v and w during the inorder tree walk, LCA(v, w) = inorder[k]”.
•

•

Figure 2 gives an example of ccTree, inorder traversal, H and Pos arrays. For
instance, LCAT (10, 6) = inorder[RM QH (P os[10], P os[6])] which is equal to
inorder[RM QH (20, 6)] = inorder[19] = 28 that is the index of the edge {10, 2}.
Now, the goal is to solve some RMQ requests as fast as possible. Harel and
Tarjan [10] have shown that if several requests will be made then it is worthwhile
to spend some time on preprocessing the tree in order to answer future queries
faster. In [8] an O(n) preprocessing is given, and with it any RMQ problem
request for two values can be answered in O(1). Unfortunately, this algorithm is
quite complex and the authors doubt about its advantages in practice. Thus, we
will use the much simpler algorithm proposed by [4]. It has a simple preprocessing
step which is in O(n log(n)) and solve each problem RM Q(i, j) in O(1) with only
computing the minimum of two values. It is based on the fact that the RMQ
problem for two values i and j can be easily solved if we have previously solved
the RMQ problems for four values i, u, v, j such that i ≤ v ≤ u ≤ j:
Property 3 [4] Given i, j, u, v four integers such that i ≤ v ≤ u ≤ j,
riu =RMQ(i, u) and rvj =RMQ(v, j). Then,
If A[riu ] ≤ A[rvj ] then RMQ(i, j) = riu else RMQ(i, j) = rvj
Then, the nice idea is to work only with intervals whose length is a power of
two, because any interval [i, j] can be splitted into two such intervals:
Corollary 3 [4] Given i, j two integers such that i ≤ j, and k = ⌊log2 (i)⌋,
r1 =RMQ(i, i + 2k − 1) and r2 =RMQ(j − 2k + 1, j). Then,
If A[r1 ] ≤ A[r2 ] then RMQ(i, j) = r1 else RMQ(i, j) = r2
If all the intervals whose length is a power of two are precomputed, then:
Corollary 4 [4] Let A be an array of n values, and M [i][k] =RMQ(i, i+ 2k − 1)
with i = 1..n and k = 0..⌊log2 (n)⌋. Then, each RMQ(i, j), with 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n
can be computed in O(1).
The number of intervals [i, p] with p ≤ n and whose length is a power of 2
is in O(log(n)). Since there are n starting values, the overall complexity is in
O(n log(n)). Algorithm 2 is a possible implementation of the RMQ Problem.
Note that this algorithm uses the arrays Log2Array and P ow2Array which
contain respectively for a value k the result of mathematical operations: ⌊log(k)⌋
and 2k . The values of these arrays can be computed in O(n + log(n)) and this
can be done once for all when the constraint is defined.

Algorithm 2: AC Filtering Algorihtm based on LCA Problem
precomputeRMQ(Rmq, n)
for i = 1 to n do M [i][0] ← i
for j = 1 to Log2Array[n] do
for i = 1 to n − P ow2Array[j + 1] do
minL ← Rmq.M [i][j − 1]
minR ← Rmq.M [i + P ow2Array[j − 1]][j − 1]
if Rmq.A[minL] ≤ Rmq.A[minR] then Rmq.M [i][j] ← minL
else Rmq.M [i][j] ← minR

RangeMinimumQuery(Rmq, i, j): Integer
logW idth ← Log2Array[j − i + 1]
minL ← Rmq.M [i][logW idth]
minR ← Rmq.M [j − P ow2Array[logW idth] + 1][logW idth]
if Rmq.A[minL] ≤ Rmq.A[minR] then return minL
else return minR
LowestCommonAncestor(ccT, Rmq, i, j): Integer
pi ← ccT. pos[i]; pj ← ccT. pos[j]
return ccT.inorder[RangeMinimumQuery(Rmq, pi , pj )]

computeAllSupports(ccT, SE)
reduceCCTree(ccT, nonIncrEC)
inorderTreeTraversal(ccT )
Rmq.A ← ccT. height
precomputeRMQ(Rmq, ccT. num)
for each {i, j} ∈ SE do
lca ← LowestCommonAncestor(ccT, Rmq, i, j)
{u, v} ← ccT. Gedges[lca]
append {i, j} to S(u, v); support(i, j) ← {u, v}

computePendingEdges(nonIncrEC, ccT ): return ∅
computeEnteringEdges(nonIncrEC, T1 , T2 ): Edge Set
return {{i, j} ∈ nonIncrEC s.t. cost(i, j) > K − cost(T2 ) + minEC(T2 )}

ACFilter(nonIncrEC, oldT, oldccT, R, T, ccT )
for each {i, j} ∈ nonIncrEC while cost(i, j) > K − cost(T ) + maxEC(T )
do deleteEdge({i, j}, nonIncrEC)
SE ← computeEnteringEdges(nonIncrEC, oldT, T )
SE ← SE ∪ computePendingEdges(R, oldccT )
computeAllSupports(ccT, SE)
for each {u, v} ∈ T do
for each {i, j} ∈ S(u, v) while cost(i, j) > K − cost(T ) + cost(u, v) do
deleteEdge({i, j}, nonIncrEC)

The preprocessing step is in θ(n log(n)) because the computation needs to be
systematically done. However, it can be transformed into a maximum complexity
because we can consider less than n nodes. The nodes that are not an extremity
of an edge for which we need to compute a support are not needed in the ccTree,

so we can remove them. In order to maintain a binary tree, after a removal each
node having only one child is contracted that is the node is deleted and its child
becomes the child of its father. These operations have an amortized cost of O(1)
per removal. Thus, the number of nodes of the ccT ree is less than or equal to
2n and so the complexity of the preprocessing step of the RMQ Problem is in
O(n log n). Function reduceCCTree implements this idea.
The main function for implementing an AC filtering algorithm are given
in Algorithm 2. The first call of a weighted spanning tree constraint can be
implemented as follows (we consider that the set of edges has been sorted first):
(T, ccT ) ← minimumSpanningTree(nonDecrEC)
if |T | < n − 1 or cost(T ) > K then trigger a failure
ACFilter(nonIncrEC − T, ∅, ∅, ∅, T, ccT )
Proposition 5 Arc consistency of the weighted spanning tree constraint can be
established in O(n + m + n log(n))

5

Maintenance during the Search

First, we consider the incremental aspects of the problem, that is we study
the computation of the consistency of the constraint or the establishement of
arc consistency when some modifications happen. Then, we will consider the
problem of the restoration of the data structures when a backtrack occurs.
Note that the list of ordered edges is easy to maintain because we have just
to manage the deletion of elements. So if any edge knows its previous and its
next element in the ordered list then it can be removed from that list in O(1).
There are two possible events: either a nontree edge is removed or a tree edge
is removed. In the first case, the minimum spanning tree remains a minimum
spanning tree and the condition of consistency or arc consistency remain satisified (See Propositions 1 and 2).So, there is nothing to do. This case may happen
frequently because there are m edges and only n − 1 tree edges. The latter case
is more complex and deserves a careful study, because a new spanning tree must
be computed, so the ccTree may change and the lists of supported values also.
This is the purpose of the next section.
5.1

Consistency Checking

If we accept an O(n) complexity when some modifications happen, there is no
need to maintain the union find and the ccTree data structures. In fact, each
involves at most 2n elements. The new minimum spanning tree can be built from
the current one by using its tree edges, and some computations can be saved if
we rerun Kruskal’s algorithm:
Proposition 6 Let T ∗ = (X, A) be a mst of G and {i, j} a tree edge. There
exists a mst of G − {i, j} containing the set of edges A − {i, j}.

proof: Let be {u, v} be the edge with the minimum cost contained in cut forming by
deleting {i, j} from T ∗ . Let T be the tree corresponding to T ∗ where {i, j} has been
replaced by {u, v} then T satisifies the Cut Optimality Condition of G − {i, j} and so
is a minimum spanning tree of G − {i, j} and T contains the edges A − {i, j}. ⊙

Proposition 7 Let T ∗ = (X, A) be a mst of G and R = {r1 , ..., rk } be a subset
of the tree edge set. There exists a mst of G− R containing the set of edges A− R
and a set S = {s1 , ..., sk } of edges such that for each i = 1..k ri ≤ si .
proof: by induction on the number of element of R. From Prop. 6, this is true for 1
that is for R = r1 , because the cost of the mst of G − r1 is greater than the cost of
T ∗ so s1 ≥ r1 . Suppose it is true until i, that is for R = r1 , ...ri . This means that we
can build a tree T containing the edges of A − {r1 , ...ri }. Now from Prop.6 if the edge
ri+1 is removed then we can build another tree that wil contain the edges of T minus
ri+1 . This tree will also contain an arc si+1 such that cost(si+1 ) ≥ cost(ri+1 ) because
T is a mst of G−{r1 , ..., ri }. Therefore this is true for i+1 and the proposition holds. ⊙

Consider that the sets A and R of edges are ordered w.r.t. the cost of the
edges. While traversing the edges of E to build the new mst T , we can add the
edges of A − R and avoid considering some edges of E. Suppose that we search
for an edge si replacing the edge ri and that we have found replacement edges
for all the edges of R smaller than ri . If si is smaller than ri+1 then we can
immediatly add to T all the edges of A − R between ri and ri+1 and we can
search for a replacement of ri+1 from that position in E (See Algorithm 3.).
5.2

AC Filtering Algorithm

The computation of a new mst changes the boundaries of Corollary 1. Thus,
some edges can be immediately deleted and some supports must be computed
for the first time for some other edges, named entering edges. In addition, the
ccTree has been rebuilt when checking the consistency, so some support lists may
be no longer correct. Consider ccT ∗ the ccTree associated with the old mst T ∗
and ccT the ccTree associated with the new mst T . We need first to run again
the preprocessing of the RMQ problems for ccT . Then, we need to identify the
edges for which their support is no longer valid or for which the validity must be
verified. These edges are called pending edges, These are the edges belonging to
any support list S(u, v) where the node of ccT ∗ associated with the edge {u, v}
or a descendant of this node in ccT ∗ is associated with an edge of G which has
been removed. Once these lists have been identified, it is necessary to compute
the supports for all the edges contained in these lists and then to recompute new
lists of supports. Then, all the lists of supports can be checked. This is required
because the cost of the mst changed and so some edges that were consistant
may become inconsistant. These checks of consistency of edges within support
lists can be greatly improved if the elements are sorted, due to the structure of
Proposition 3, so we need to sort the elements contained in the union of all the
unvalid lists of support. Fortunately, it is possible to achieve such a sort in a
very efficient way:

Algorithm 3: Recomputation of a mst after modifications.
RecomputeMST(T, R, nonDecrEC): (mst, ccTree)
initCC(n)
initCCTree(ccT, n)
A is the edge set of T ; newT is empty
{u, v} ← first(A)
while {u, v} ≤ last(A) do
ne ← next(A, {u, v})
if {u, v} ∈ (A − R) then
ri ← getCCRoot(i); rj ← getCCRoot(j)
addEdge(ccT, newT, ri , rj , {i, j})
else
cpt ← cpt + 1
for each {i, j} ∈ nonDecrEC from {u, v} while cpt > 0 do
ri ← getCCRoot(i); rj ← getCCRoot(j)
if {i, j} ≥ ne then
if {i, j} = ne then addEdge(ccT, newT, ri , rj , {i, j})
ne ← next(A, ne)
else
if ri 6= rj then
addEdge(ccT, newT, ri , rj , {i, j})
cpt ← cpt − 1
{u, v} ← ne
return (newT, ccT )

Proposition 8 Let G = (X, E) be a graph where E is ordered, and OE be the
array of ordered indices of E (i.e. OE[e] = k means that the edge e in in the k th
position in E). Let F be a subset of E and n = |X|, m = |E|, m′ = |F |. Then,
we can sort the elements of F with the same order as for E in O(n + m′ ).
proof : Consider a Least Significant Digit Radix Sort and b a base (or radix) used
to represent numbers. Such a sort is able to sort an array of numbers ranging from
0 to ∆ − 1 in log b (∆) calls to a stable sort [5]. A stable sort like counting sort [5] is
able to sort num numbers ranging from 0 to b − 1 in O(num + b). Therefore the time
complexity of a radix sort can be expressed as: log b (∆) × O(num + b). The edge set
E is already sorted, and we can access for each edge to its position in E, so instead
of considering the value associated with each element, it is equivalent to consider the
position of the element in E. There are m possible positions, so to order F we need
to order elements taking their value in [0..m − 1]. With a Radix Sort combined with a
counting sort we can sort F in log b (m) × O(m′ + b), because ∆ = m and num = m′
in our case. If we use n as base b then we have logn (m) × O(m′ + n). We have m ≤ n2
so logn (m) ≤ logn (n2 ) = 2 logn (n) = 2. Therefore logn (m) × O(m′ + n) is equivalent
to 2 × O(m′ + n), that is O(m′ + n). ⊙

Algorithm 4: Incremental AC Filtering Algorithm
computeEnteringEdges(nonIncrEC, T1 , T2 ): Edge Set
if cost(T2 ) ≥ cost(T1 ) then
return {{i, j} ∈ nonIncrEC s.t.
K − cost(T2 ) + minEC(T2 ) < cost(i, j) ≤ K − cost(T1 ) + minEC(T1 )}
else
return {{i, j} ∈ nonIncrEC s.t.
K − cost(T2 ) + maxEC(T2) < cost(i, j) ≤ K − cost(T1 ) + maxEC(T1)}

computePendingEdges(R, ccT ): Edge Set
SE ← ∅
add to U N the nodes of ccT associated with edges of R
for each x ∈ U N do
SE ← SE ∪ S(ccT.Gedge[x])
S(ccT.Gedge[x]) ← ∅
if ccT.parent[x] 6∈ U N then add(ccT.parent[x], U N )
sort(SE)
return SE

When used during the search for a solution the consistency checking and the
arc consistency filtering of a wst constraint can be implemnted as follows (See
also Algorithm 4). Let R be the set of edges of T that are deleted:
(newT, newccT ) ← RecomputeMST(T, R, nonDecrEC)
if |newT | < n − 1 or cost(newT ) > K then trigger a failure
ACFilter(nonIncrEC − newT, T, ccT, R, newT, newccT )
T ← newT ; ccT ← newccT
5.3

Restoration

Algorithm 5: Restoration of a mst.
RestoreMST(T, P, R, nonDecrEC): (mst, ccTree)
initCC(n)
initCCTree(ccT, n)
A is the edge set of T ; newT is empty
for each {i, j} ∈ (A − R) ∪ P do
ri ← getCCRoot(i); rj ← getCCRoot(j)
addEdge(ccT, newT, ri , rj , {i, j})
return (newT, ccT )

There are two possible ways to deal with backtracks: either the state is exactly
restored or an equivalent state is defined [12]. With a boundary based constraint
the optimal solution at a node n may not be an optimal solution for the ancestors
of n, therefore it is needed to restore the same state when a backtrack occurs. For
the wst constraint, it means that we need to save all the modifications affecting
the current minimum spanning tree. Then, we can easily restore the previous
spanning tree because we know the set P of edges that have been deleted at a

given search node and the set R of edges that have been added to the mst for
this node (See Algorithm 5). All the restored edges must also be added to the
pending edges. Here is a possible procedure to restore the previous state:
(newT, newccT ) ← RestoreMST(T, P, R, nonDecrEC)
if |newT | < n − 1 or cost(newT ) > K then trigger a failure
ACFilter(nonIncrEC − newT, T, ccT, R, newT, newccT )
T ← newT ; ccT ← newccT

6

Conclusion

In this paper we have presented simpler algorithms for checking the consistency
and for establishing arc consistency of the weighted spanning tree constraint.
We have detailed, by giving the pseudo-code, several versions of these algotihms
that are able to exploit the modifications that happen during the search for a
solution in order to save some computations . The complexity of all the proposed
filtering algorithms neither exceeds O(m + n log(n)) which is quite good.
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